
Magic Decal paper for Laser printers

Don’t panic when you read these instructions. When using the paper it looks like there are many processes but each process is 
easy, there just seems to be a lot of them. We have produced this comprehensive instruction sheet so you can see every process in 
detail. It is very difficult to go wrong during the process as long as you follow these instructions. 

1. The magic decal paper comes in a set of 2 sheets. The plain white paper is the one you print the blue sheet 
we will use later. Print off the white sheet using a laser printer and set your paper settings to heavy paper or 
glossy heavy paper. You will find where to change your paper setting from your printer properties. Print one 
sheet at a time.
REMEMBER TO REVERSE ALL TEXT AND IMAGES

2. Next take the blue sheet of paper and make sure you have removed the protective sheet, as this is a very 
easy mistake to make. It is an obvious plastic film.

3. The Blue paper has a shiny side, place the shiny side of the blue paper onto printed surface of the white 
paper.

4. Using a laminating machine, place the 2 sheets through the machine. The temperature of the machine can 
be set to 225 MIC or a moderately hot temperature. 

5. Next you need to cut out your designs. It is difficult to see exactly where they are on the paper because they 
are obscured by the white paper. You can see a shadow underneath so just cut out roughly at this stage. You 
will be cutting more finally at the next stage.

6. Once you have cut out your section, turn the piece so the blue side is facing upwards. Use a damp cloth and 
dab the blue surface with water, you can saturate it if you want, it wont hurt. You will need to dab for about 30 
seconds before anything happens.

7. After about 30 seconds the blue paper will slip off easily from the decal surface. Slip it off and discard. At 
this stage you can cut closely around the decal again to reduce the excess paper around the design.

Magic Photo Transfer Decal paper is the first paper of it’s find in the world. It does not require any conventional 
sublimation equipment, but provides realistic photo quality decals. It can be used on ceramics, glass, tiles, plastics, 
metals and many other items with a gloss finish surface. Magic decal paper is easy to use with almost zero failure 
rates whereas the conventional sublimation process gives you headaches with maintenance and a high failure rate. No 
specially pre-coated mugs, no press, no special inks, no restrictions on colour and size.  To use it you will need a laser 
printer, laminating machine and a conventional oven. You can utilize anything you like without any significant invest-
ment on special equipment. You will be surprised with the fantastic results of high glossy and solid decals of photo 
images onto mugs and other surfaces. This decal paper is so unique because the finished items can now be washed in a 
dishwasher.

Product Composition; Magic decal paper ( white back paper) + clear or White coating film ( blue back paper). Use 
clear paper on light coloured surfaces and white paper for dark coloured surfaces.



8. Take a bowl of water, it can be just cold tap water and then place the decal into the water for another 20-30 
seconds. After this time feel it between your fingers, if it is starting to slip off the backing paper it is ready for the 
next stage.

9. Take the decal out of the water and attach it at one end on the surface you are decorating and attach the 
rest of the decal to the surface.

10. At this stage you can still move the decal around on the surface. 

11. Once the decal has been positioned on the surface, it will be easy to slip off the second backing paper to 
reveal the decal underneath, to do this rub the decal with your finger or a cloth and the backing paper will start 
to slip off. It is still possible to move the decal on the surface after you have discarded the backing paper.

12. Find your desired position on your surface and then start to rub with a cloth to smooth out the decal. This is 
a very important stage because if you do not get all the water out from underneath, the decal will not be strong 
enough to withstand the dishwasher. Smooth it out for about 1 minutes or until you are happy that all the water 
and air bubbles have gone.

13. As soon as you have finished rubbing put the ceramic in a pre-heated oven at a high temperature for at 
least 10 minutes. This is also an important stage because the decal will not become strong enough if it has 
not been baked for long enough. Don’t panic if you take our the decal and it has gone brown, this is another 
top coat which we will remove next. After 10 minutes take the mug out of the oven and leave it to cool until it is 
completely cold, this is very important.

14. When the surface is totally cold, you need to take off the very thin film from the top of the decal. It is very 
thin indeed and difficult to see. Use a strip of cello tape and attach to one corner of the decal, secure the tape 
so it is securely stuck to the surface. Peel back the cello tape and it will pick up the thin film.

If you don’t catch the thin film straight away try another corner until you do. If the mug has baked to too long 
the thin film may have turned yellow. This will not affect the decal underneath but it might take a little longer to 
remove the film. Keep using fresh strips of cello tape to pull off the film.
You have now finished. The decal will become harder over time so do not put it in the dishwasher for at least 
24 hours. 

Information
1. Initial harness of decal may be weak, but will harden over time. Do not use strong metallic scraper or scourer to wash it.
2. The transferred images should not be in direct contact with food or beverages.
3. Do not wash with colatile thinners such as MEK, Xylon, Acetone, Alcohol etc,,
4. Do not use in inkjet printers, only to be used with laser printers using toner inks.
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